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Introduction
There are two versions of this play. And that is a very interesting story.
When David Berthold asked me what I was interested in writing after
Composing Venus, I offered him several ideas — but this was the one that I
kept coming back to, and that he thought spoke to our times. Sydney Theatre
Company (STC) had a new work development program, New Stages, which
David oversaw as Associate Director. This work was a good fit for that so STC
commissioned the play. The development was blessed with David as dramaturg,
great actors and designers, time for multiple drafts — and then by the decision
to program the play in STC’s New Stages season for 1996. The world premiere of
Solitary Animals happened in the Wharf 2 Theatre in July 1996.
David rightly described Solitary Animals as a contemporary revenger’s tragedy.
Set in an Australia still very much aware of the physical threat of the AIDS
epidemic, and backgrounded by what are now known as the Yugoslav Wars (1991
– 2001), it explores the slowly-tightening grip of obsession and what happens
when our vision narrows and those others become less than human in our eyes.
The plot is simple — an angry man, betrayed by his wife, seeks revenge on women
in general by sleeping with them when he is HIV positive. An urban myth — and
one that caused some raised eyebrows in the initial reviews — but 12 months after
the play premiered, the newspapers featured stories of just such actions. A sacked
airline employee threatening staff with a blood-filled syringe; a couple of different
men sleeping with multiple women and knowingly infecting them with HIV.
A woman he infects, a photo-journalist who has covered the civil war and the
genocidal attacks in the Former Federation of Yugoslavia, becomes increasingly
obsessed with finding him. This search interweaves with her broken home life
with her Serb partner, and with a new assignment. As one of her paper’s most
recent returnees from the warzone, she is assigned to cover the Amnesty speaking
tour of a young Bosnian survivor and these four lives intersect in profoundly
difficult and challenging ways on a fog-covered highway, south of the city. For me,
it is a dark play, lit with humour and moments of great sweetness and humanity.
Ultimately, I think it asks us to choose our humanity in the face of almost
overwhelming provocation, to choose to hold our hand — to not strike.
As I said, there are 2 versions of this play. Not too dissimilar, though they
garnered radically different responses. That first version met with an appalled
critical response. One critic asked if this was what we (the world) had come
to? Another seemed not to take on board that the characters in the play were
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heterosexual and complained that the play both misrepresented the science
around HIV infection, and was a ‘socially irresponsible’ way to portray people
with HIV in a time of prejudice.
(I checked the science — it was correct. And the play’s characters were heterosexual
and their actions spoke to the impulse for revenge and the commodification of the
female body. It also portrayed quite presciently real-life actions within Australia
and overseas. However, I did do some re-writing as you’ll see below.)
The re-worked version of the play was performed a year later in Brisbane,
produced by independent theatre company, Renegade Theatre, and presented at
Metro Arts as a part of their curated season. It received pretty much universal
praise in reviews, was nominated by the Courier-Mail’s critic as ‘the play of the
year’ and won for me a Matilda Award for an ‘outstanding contribution to theatre’.
How come?
How such very different responses?
A beautiful and kindly elderly relative met us for Saturday breakfast after
the Sydney opening. She was terribly upset at the reviews and kept trying to
reassure me that the well-known author in her family had “some pretty rough
things said in her time, too” and not to take it to heart … and she asked me what
I would do — meaning about the reviews.
She was clearly worried about me so I answered that when the shock and hurt
had passed I would try to look at them again and understand what they were
telling me about the play. Not the superficial and literal words of the reviews but
why those were the things that had been taken from the work.
And that’s what I did.
I considered the production draft, and the production itself, and realised that,
for good or ill, I’d landed the audience in the middle of a crisis with little context
in the opening moments of the play. The characters they’d just met then did
some appalling things and we — the audience — were no clearer as to why,
really. And it wasn’t that the reasons weren’t there; it was that I hadn’t allowed
the space for the audience to enter those people’s hearts and minds, to inhabit
the moments of choice with them. A classic trap for young players. (Solitary
Animals was my second play.)
So, I wrote a prologue into the script for the 1997 Renegade production, and,
after a ferocious start, slowed the action right down, allowed just a little more
breath, a little more space into which the audience could settle themselves. Not
5
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great changes but a remarkable effect. And the production was again blessed
with terrific actors, director, designers and producer — indeed, the producer
went so far as to source a car wreck and Greg Clarke, the designer, created an
astonishing coup de theatre when that was revealed at the top of the final scene.
When I wrote the play in 1995/6, it seemed to me that the events unfolding in
Yugoslavia at the time — the mass graves, the rape camps — offered harrowing
lessons on how easily a society could slip toward self-immolation. I looked for
similar potential fault-lines in Australian society and came to issues around
ownership of the female body, exacerbated by the weaponizing of sex.
Now, when I consider Solitary Animals, it seems to me to speak to us once again
— whether you agree with the play’s outcome, or not. In an era of increasing
tribalism and populism, in a time of growing mistrust and animosity among
peoples and nations, when sectionalism has become de rigeur and the notion of
‘the individual’ has ascendancy over almost every other idea of human modality
(family, community, school etc.), perhaps a story of vengeance finally pulled
back and renounced, is one to just give us pause. The play is, ultimately, one
of hope — and the choices we make. To decide who we want to be — even if it
means swimming against the tides of history and personal experience.
But, my god, those characters earn their release in the end!
Elaine Acworth
August 2020
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Foreword
I’ll never forget when Elaine first told me about how Solitary Animals starts. A
man, on a one-night stand, deliberately infects a woman with HIV. It’s the stuff
of urban myths, a bleak and hate-filled act. First premiering in 1996, hot on
the heels of AIDS and set against the backdrop of the Yugoslav Wars, Solitary
Animals seems like an artefact from another time. Yet re-reading it now, a
quarter of a century later, it has lost nothing of its power and relevance.
That a virus, and the act of its transmission, should raise such alarm shouldn’t,
of course, come as a surprise. At the time of writing this the world is in the grip
of the Covid-19 pandemic. Our daily lives have been irrevocably changed, and
the only thing clear is that we are subject to forces that last far longer than the
short duration of our lives. We’re in this for the long haul.
It is this long view of history that Solitary Animals takes as central to our
existence and a virus, whether it be Covid-19, the Black Death or HIV, is but
the mechanism by which history occasionally tears away the thin veneer of the
social contract. What lies beneath, constantly lurking in our pre-civilised DNA,
is the stuff that propels the play’s characters forward in ways they, and we, can
only partially comprehend.
There’s Lor, a photo-journalist and foreign correspondent, and Grev, her
lover, a Serbian ex-military commander now seeking a new start in Australia.
A relationship that started while Lor was covering the Yugoslav conflict, by
the play’s opening Lor and Grev are already on unstable ground. Connected
to both of them, in different ways, is Amela, a rape-camp survivor now on an
international speaking tour, and then there’s Blue, a man who has weaponised
his blood and who has embarked on a mission to wreak havoc by deliberately
infecting women. Early in the play, he infects Lor.
Blue’s mission is the most overtly brutal. His motivation to spread the
infection stems from a need to avenge his wife, who lays dying from AIDS
in hospital. As unspeakable as his mission is, it would be a mistake to cast
Blue as the villain of the piece. He’s bad, for sure, but Elaine’s world is never
that neat, and each of the four characters, linked by conflict and blood are
all, in turn, hunting and being hunted. Amela tells her Grandmother on the
phone, “Grandma, how old is a child when it learns that the hunt does not
distinguish him from his prey? It is impartial: him and his quarry, they are
both its prey.”
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In one scene, on a night on the town, Blue attempts to seduce Amela. The scene
is electrifying for we are acutely aware of the danger Amela is in. Yet Elaine
never allows Amela to be the total victim. Surviving the horrors of war has
made her finely attuned to danger. For Blue, he is also exposed, and is eventually
caught in the gaze of Lor’s camera lens as Lor searches for him. The moment of
infection/seduction between Blue and Amela is thwarted and disaster is averted,
if only momentarily.
Such coincidental encounters may seem improbable, but they underscore
the play’s suggestion that while we may all be solitary in our own existential
hell we are all, in fact, linked. Linked by blood, by a need for connection,
for redemption, for revenge, all of these needs are related, and sometimes
interchangeable. While Blue goes about his dark business, Lor is driven to
hunt him down, to capture him somehow, her camera becoming a weapon of
discovery and revenge. Grev seeks to escape his memories of war and Amela
wants to tell the world her story. They physically weave in and out of one
another’s life, through shadowy and fluid and undefined landscapes, sometimes
connecting, sometimes not. Their paths crossing is, of course, inevitable, but
before the play succumbs to the ultimate carnage we are offered moments of
illumination, of characters rising above their primal, animal urges.
In one moment, after Lor inadvertently interrupts Blue’s seduction of Amela,
Amela permits Lor to repeatedly take her photo as she tells Lor about the death
of her child. She also tells the story of a rape in which she takes control to save
the life of a young boy. In both versions I have seen staged it is a harrowing
moment, at turns both confronting and beautiful, intrusive yet delicate. Amela
asks, “you think you arrive at the peace like you arrive at the house, at the town?
Peace is not the pretty destination at the end of the road. Peace IS the road, is
journey, is the action of journey. It is the patient struggle, always.”
While Amela’s words are moving she knows all too well that words are never
quite enough. What gives meaning in this world are our actions (or inactions)
alone. This is also echoed by Grev. He repeatedly reminds Lor, “to see into the
act is to see into the mind.”
In Elaine’s work, from Composing Venus to the more recent My Fathers War,
as I found them … , the language deployed has a heightened, poetic precision.
Strangely, with this play, the same poetic construction is on display but the
underlying urgency of the work, the way it gains momentum and propels itself
forward, suggests words can only ever get us so far. In this way, Solitary Animals
is more a play about bodies and movement than anything cerebral.
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When the play reaches it’s inevitable and bloody climax on the Western Freeway
there is no hiding behind language or social conventions. As all four characters
converge their lives are on display. They may scream at and accuse one another,
but their words take a back seat to the here and now and the potential for
physical violence. In the production at Metro Arts, Brisbane, in 1997, all four
were trapped in the glare of the headlights of a smashed car. Blue was wrecked
on the bonnet, his blood everywhere. The possibility of annihilation for all of
them is palpable.
There is a sense of fatalism here. It was always going to end this way. Whether
it’s the futile death of Amela’s child, the infection of Blue’s wife and the revenge
infection of Lor, or the crimes Grev committed, or failed to stop, in war. By the
time the play reaches the highway the weight of history bears down on them all
and someone has to die, or at least pay, for all the horrors that came before. The
play screams for an act of retribution and violence.
While forgiveness may seem an impossibility amid such a bloodbath, the play's
final moments affirm that it always remains an option. Perhaps more tellingly,
the play suggests that if it is our actions that condemn us, our actions can also
help us steer a different path.
Shaun Charles
August, 2020
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Notes
This draft was first performed by Renegade Theatre inc. at the Metro Arts
Centre, Brisbane, premiering on 15th July, 1997.
This draft won the Brisbane Critic’s Matilda Award for best play, 1998; it was
selected by the Courier-Mail reviewer as the 'play of the year'; and it was shortlisted for the 2000 New Dramatists Award. It has been translated into French
and unanimously elected to the repertoire of L’Association Théâtrale, France’s
national resource body for theatre professionals.
Solitary Animals was originally commissioned by the Sydney Theatre Company,
through their New Stages Program, with the assistance of the Australia Council.
First performed at the Wharf 2 Theatre on the 17th July, 1996.

CHARACTERS
LAUREL

also called Lor; a photo-journalist working for one of the
services. A very good one. Driven in her work; normally a
dry sense of humour; completely bowled over by -

GREV

a Bosnian Serb whom she met in Sarajevo whilst covering
the war in the former Federation of Yugoslavia. He’s big,
quick-tempered and funny.

AMELA

a Bosnian Muslim; on an Amnesty speaking tour of
Australia. She has thoroughly checked out the kind of
journalist Laurel is before agreeing to be interviewed but is
also capable of absolute recklessness.

BLUE

an absolute charmer; always has a story or a joke; half the
women at work have a crush on him.
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ON STAGING
Let the characters bleed in and out of each other’s lives. In some ways parts of
these people exist more truly in their histories and their dreams than anywhere
else. The beginnings and ends of scenes, placement on stage — it should all be
pretty fluid.
ON TEXT
Overlapping dialogue is indicated thus —
LOR

The coast. Look, / Grev, you’ve gotta —

GREV

/ The coast, the sun — can I come?

As Lor says Grev … Grev starts to speak.
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PROLOGUE
FX: Music and pub noise.
Spot up on BLUE:
BLUE

Married: the old gold band that says yer finally a man — I
said that to a young bloke. He snorted — too right, snorted
in his beer; said he knew he was a man already from the
fights and the girls he’d had. I said Fights here, in the pub?
He said Yeah … I said Girls here? Under-age drinkers? He
said Yeah? … I told him then. Pub fights and pub roots aren’t
worth diddly-squat. It’s the fight of life and the girl of yer
dreams that makes you a man. Taking a wife is taking yer
place, standing tall in the world, I said. And if that’s not so
tell me why not just me, but all my mates ’ve married? He
couldn’t answer that. Coz big as he was, he was just a tiddler
really. Those girls he knew should’ve thrown him back.
Light up on LAUREL and GREV in the living room.
LAUREL is sorting and checking photos; GREV watches her.
He picks up the phone and dials. Her mobile phone rings.

GREV

Laurel …

LOR

Yes? …

GREV

Come here.

LOR

I’m working.

GREV

Just for a minute?

LOR

Why?
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GREV

There is a spider.

LOR

Put it out.

GREV

Laurel …
She goes to him.

LOR

Where?
He grabs her.

GREV

My little fly.

LOR

Grev! God, you are a cunning bugger.

GREV

Thank you.

LOR

It’s not a compliment in this country.

GREV

In war it is.

LOR

[dummy punches him]
Spot up on AMELA. She wears a simple dress and a head
scarf. Her feet are bare.

AMELA

My baby’s name was Saed. My husband’s name was Hadim.
My grandmother is still alive. I thank Allah for this. She
is no longer in the town which was our home; she stays
several hundred kilometres away now. My grand-mother
is called a refugee. A refugee in her own country. Life is
unreliable, uh?
She puts on tights and shoes; takes the scarf off and fastens
it round her neck as:
BLUE continues:

BLUE

19
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She’s lovely, my wife. And I know that’s so, not just my
partiality, coz Thursday nights we go shopping — all these
couples walking down the aisles — and I watch ’em, all the
other men, giving her the eye. And I see it in their eyes:
how lucky I am and how good I must be t’ have a girl like
that with me. Mind you, half their wives aren’t bad at all …
LAUREL is packing her camera gear.
GREV

Don’t go.

LOR

If I pass on this job the service’ll stop using me.

GREV

[shakes his head] You are the brilliant young photographer.

LOR

Was.

GREV

Excuse me?

LOR

Was the hot shot. I passed on Burma, passed on Chile —
you were scared for me —

GREV

Is it wrong to worry for you?

LOR

Noo.

GREV

You should not go to these dangerous places.

LOR

I went to Sarajevo.

GREV

But I was there.

LOR

In this business you’re only as good as the last gig.
He takes the camera.

GREV

Don’t go. I know how perilous these places are: I have lost
so much in them. I will not — I cannot risk losing you.
He tries to make her laugh.
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AMELA

They used to take away our light in the camp. The Sargeant
would come; what need of light had we animals, he would
say. Pfft. Batteries, candles — gone. No light. So then the
men would come with torches. From the darkness they
would shine a torch on us.
She dons a jacket and combs and fastens her hair up as:
BLUE’S phone rings. He doesn’t pick it up. The
answerphone kicks in and a message is left:

ANSA

Mr Newton — it’s Katherine James from the hospital here,
Mr Newton — [pause] — Mr Newton? Mr Newton?
BLUE braces and turns to the phone:
Your wife’s stabilized now; look, I know it’s hard to take …
His relief is overwhelming:
She’ll sleep through the night and well into tomorrow: get
some rest yourself, eh?

BLUE

When she started talking about having a baby, I liked
that idea. So we tried for a while but nothing happened.
She went to see a doctor. That’s when we found out. She’s
always been slender and soft. And she just gets sicker and
sicker now. She had an affair. The fucking bastard made
her ill. And the silly bitch is dying on me now.
He takes off his wedding ring and places it beside the
phone. GREV moves to a phone spot. The sound of gulls’
cry and the surf in the distance: LAUREL is spotlit at
a beach hotel; she has just called GREV. We hear the
laughter of two teenagers, out of sight.

GREV

Laurel, I am so glad to hear your voice, so pleased to finally
speak. Where are you?

LOR

The coast. Look, / Grev, you’ve gotta —
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GREV

/ The coast, the sun — can I come?

LOR

No —

GREV

But we could spend time together —

LOR

Look, Grev —

GREV

To talk, to be together —

LOR

We can’t, not the way we were —
BLUE is watching LAUREL:

GREV

You are upset —

LOR

I’m alright —

GREV

No, you are upset —

LAUREL

Grev, we split up; you’ve gotta stop calling me. Bit by bit
— when we were together — bit by bit you made it plain
— you made it very plain that work got in the way. I found
myself doing less overseas, then less interstate then just —
less. I’ve never … I should’ve stood up more, stood up for
myself more — I’d just never felt quite … It knocked me
sideways — you knocked me sideways …

GREV

Laurel —

LOR

No. I am not the woman you truly want. Stop calling me.

GREV

You are the woman I want. I am not the man I wish to be.

LOR

Please stop; just stop.
She ends the call and leaves.

BLUE

Don’t blame him.

LOR

Excuse me?

BLUE

Men like order. But there’s no such thing. The law of
nature, that’s it. Men’re bloody idiots.
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AMELA, with luggage, at a public phone:
AMELA

[Serbo-Croat] Hello? Hello, Grandma? In London! — oh,
english — [English] alright, alright, english, old tiger. But
you just want to puff yourself up that you made me learn
the language of Shakespeare — I was the child who had to
translate Hamlet to you and you laughed when the usurper
died … Yes, I am glad now — I have at least their language
to speak of what is, to them, such an alien place. No, not
Bosnia; war, Grandma. These people think war is a place,
an alien place … Have you been back? But they said we
could … Next is Australia; the last, uh? Then we will go
back. And we will make a peace as we go.
LAUREL and BLUE, drinking.

LOR

I take photographs.

BLUE

Weddings and babies?

LOR

Overseas quite a lot.

BLUE

Awyeah?

LOR

Yeah.

BLUE

Nice work if you can get it.

LOR

I am very good at what I do. I take risks.

BLUE

Do you?

LOR

I’d like to take you. Shoot you.

BLUE

Would you?

LOR

Seriously.

BLUE

And what would you make of me?

LOR

Black and whites entitled “Order and the Law of Nature”.

BLUE

And how ’re you gonna do that?

23
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She holds the drink out to him. He takes it. She unearths her
camera, unbuckles his belt. Takes it off. Threads the belt end
through the buckle. He takes a drink. She brings the belt loop
over his head, fits the loop, looks at him, arranges him for a
shot — she takes a series of shots; grabs her things, grabs the
‘leash’ now hanging from his neck and hauls him across to her
hotel room where they start ripping each other’s clothes off.
AMELA, in transit:
AMELA

It’s Amela!.. AM-EL-A … ME! … Dubai, Grandma; for refuelling … Yes, they have the duty-free in Dubai … Ohhh-fff,
maybe … O.K., alright, I will buy myself something nice. And
I will show the soldiers with machine guns my wonderful
duty-free … Yes, you walk off the plane and there are men
with dark glasses and machine guns. I was afraid again,
like early in the war. This speaking tour has made me soft. I
have had too much for men with guns to still scare me. Yes,
alright, duty-free; Givency — what do you mean I am more
sexy woman than Givency — you don’t think Givency is
sexy? You are 67 years old. Your adult life has been under the
communists or at war — when did you wear Givenchy?
Soft light in the hotel bedroom. BLUE drops a note on the bed
next to LAUREL. He picks up the camera, looks at her then
takes the film out. He takes her credit cards from her wallet,
gathers his things and leaves. LAUREL wakes. She puts her
hand out in front of her and focuses on it. Moves the hand in
and out. She notices the note on the bed — reads it and opens
the wardrobe door — a message comes into light:
“Welcome to the club. you’ve now been infected with HIV.
P.S. Dead girls don’t need plastic.”
She notices the camera and picks it up. She moves to her
camera bag, pulls the wallet out — her cash and credit
cards are missing. Growing panic, denial and realization.
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She dresses and slowly crosses back to her flat as:
Segue into answerphone messages, overlapping by
halfway through:
Hello, darling, Mum here. How was the Conference? Get
any good shots? I’m up to my elbows in thyme and your
father’s absolutely delighted with the whipper-snipper.
Phone me when you’re in.
Lor — it’s Grev. I interrupt too much, I know, I’m sorry. I
would like us to talk. Please.
Lor — it’s your boss; I know you’re under the weather but
why isn’t your mobile on?
Sweetheart, Mum here. Was it balsamic vinegar in Grev’s
casserole? I just can’t get it right.
[GREV] Please, Laurel, let us talk.
Laurel, why do we pay your mobile bills? So we can reach
you on the fucking phone.
Darling, it’s Dad. I was calling about balsamic vinegar —
your mother is driving me / crazy.
[GREV] / Laurel …
Lor, Becky at the office. Remember your interview arrives
tomorrow — the 16th, 8.45pm; BA flight 451 and watch
your arse —
/ the boss is fuming.
/ Laurel: it’s your boss: it’d / better be good.
[GREV] / Laurel, you are still on the planet, uh? You have
not been taken by the aliens or the CNN news team?
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PART ONE
LOR is sitting by the answerphone, scribbling; her camera
gear on the table. GREV stands by the doorway. The
answerphone continues:
Ms Stone? Peter Kelly, here, from Westpac at King St,
Newtown. We’ve just retrieved your (stolen) handycard
from the ATM here. Could you contact us or card services?
Thanks very much.
It’s Grev.
It’s the McIlray Clinic, Ms Stone, we’ve received the referral
— if you could contact us to arrange an appointment.
Grev again.
LAUREL fast forwards to the next message:
Grev again.
And the next:
And again.
The answerphone finishes and winds itself back.
GREV

You said persistence is a great thing.

LOR

I also said Labor could win the last election.
A half-beat:
Grev —
He leaps in:

GREV

There was a man in the middle of the Western freeway
today. Just standing; stock still; right on the dividing lines;
in full sun. But his face was as white as the paint he stood
on. A kid threw a can of Coke at him. You know, he smiled
when it hit? Why would he smile?
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She starts to unload her camera case:
LOR

A man on the Western Freeway.

GREV

I just want to talk. With you. Before you would have liked
that story so much.

LOR

Yes.

GREV

So let us ponder on this man; I will cook, there will be
wine, I will say that maybe he feels no pain and from the
darkroom [he starts to collie-dog her] you will shout —
something or other …

LOR

It doesn’t work like this.

GREV

I miss so much the word “we —

LOR

It doesn’t just come back.

GREV

The talk, the jokes we used to make —

LOR

You can’t make it come back.

GREV

The look of your body lying in bed.

LOR

It’s not like an erection — a couple of minutes of as you
were does not mean it just comes back!

GREV

YOU JOKED!

LOR

Don’t get carried away.

GREV

I am afraid there is a spider in my bathroom.

LOR

Persisting in a belief does not make it so.

GREV

But yes, there is a spider!

LOR

I mean acting like we’re back together does not make it so.

GREV

But you know I cannot put the spiders out!
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LOR

Ohfergodsake, you fought in a war —

GREV

But there were no spiders in the bathrooms.

LOR

You saw active service in the field.

GREV

“In the field”, yes — there were no bathrooms for the
spiders to control.

LOR

[laughs]
A moment: the laughter, for LAUREL, dies.

GREV

This is not my Laurel.

LOR

I am not your Laurel.

GREV

[leans slightly back and raises his hands — O.K., O.K.]

LOR

Staying in Australia doesn’t depend on being with me,
y’know, not anymore.

GREV

You would not have even thought that before.

LOR

[No … ] If someone took something from you — did
something they had no right to do — what would you do?

GREV

What has happened?

LOR

[shakes her head]

GREV

You have such courage.

LOR

[laughs]

GREV

Yes. I would not choose to do what you do, I would not
walk into a war. I don’t have this courage to study the dark
heart of madness every day.

LOR

You lived with me for twenty months —

GREV

A joke —
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LOR

And fought a war before that — you even lit a blazing
fire smack in the middle of sniper alley; it was the bravest
thing I ever saw.

GREV

So I am a great man: come back to me.

LOR

I can’t.

GREV

O.K., don’t come back, come on one date.

LOR

No —

GREV

One little, so-boring-you-might-as-well-be-asleep date —

LOR

Grev —

GREV

Where you drift off and work out your income tax return —

LOR

What?

GREV

One date, Laurel, or I will take up all the space on your
ansaphone.
Pause.

LOR

A drink. B-B’s, 6 o’clock tomorrow. I’ll meet you for a drink.

GREV

6 o’clock tomorrow at B-B’s; for drinks.

LOR

A drink.

GREV

Agreed — whatever — agreed.
And he’s gone before she can change her mind with:

GREV

Va-va-voom!
LAUREL picks up the phone and hits an automatic dial
button:

LOR
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BLUE appears on the opposite side of the stage:
Can you fax 'em to me at home?
She hangs up. BLUE is in the pedestrian area next to B-B’s
Restaurant and nightclub. A phone booth is nearby.
Newtown.
BLUE

Blue Newton —

LOR

He used the card in Newtown.

BLUE

Hits the Town —

LOR

My own fucking backyard.

BLUE

Part two.

LOR

What is that supposed to mean?
Loose light on the flat.
BLUE leaves a message on his own machine:

BLUE

Surprise. I caught another little girl on the hook, another
little fish to fry. I’m on a roll. I knew I could score but
they’re so sweet, these little fish, so eager for the worm.
And the conceit in ‘em, both of ‘em, happy-snappy and
this one — such proud thighs. Well, we’ll see how long that
pride lasts when their old men come t’ know where those
thighs‘ve been. You weren’t proud when you told me, were
you, Rafaela; were you, wife?
Pause.
You were always kinda — youthfully dignified. God, I
loved that: it made my heart sing. What’ve you done, Raf?
What made you go and do that? Some fucking stupid
I-have-been-oppressed-since- Christ-Almighty-had-aprick feminist bullshit magazine?
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He hangs up.
AMELA, on the phone to her grandmother:
AMELA

I dreamt, last night, of Saed; that he was walking now. I
watched him, by the river, chasing frogs. He didn’t care at the
slipperiness of his prey: he laughed. Each frog that got away
was a frog to catch another two-year-old day. He grabbed —
he was too close; he teetered on the bank’s edge — my heart
leapt to my mouth. Grandma, how old is a child when it
learns that the hunt does not distinguish him from his prey?
It is impartial: him and his quarry, they are both its prey.
BLUE leaves for his space as LOR crosses to the pedestrian
zone near the phone booth. She has her camera and takes
some shots:

LOR

Crazy. This is crazy.

AMELA

It is a normal mother’s dream, Grandma. I don’t live in
the past.

LOR

He’s not gonna come back and you’re staring at a Westpac.

AMELA

I think I dreamt of our baby because tomorrow is the date
of Hadim’s death, the anniversary.

LOR

What could the bastard say? — only joking?
Still, LAUREL watches:

AMELA
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something otherwise we make no sense of it. My husband
died as a fighter. He died so Saed and I could have the
chance to go on breathing. It doesn’t matter that Saed died
also, later. I will always honour Hadim — Yeees, I know, I
know — to dwell in the past is to live only in one room of
a whole mansion … Yes, alright, duty-free; Givency — you
are an impossible old woman, you know that?
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LOR crosses to her place as AMELA finishes her call, picks
up her things and heads into the airport. GREV is at the
door of the apartment; LOR is on the floor surrounded by
papers, newspaper clippings and photos:
GREV

Where were you?

LOR

Shit.

GREV

You forgot.

LOR

I’m sorry.
He approaches and she gathers the clippings up:

GREV

To see into the act is to see into the mind, Laurel.

LOR

I said that —

GREV

And I have remembered it.

LOR

When you wanted me to work part-time. A “part-time”
foreign correspondent.

GREV

You said I must hold your life so cheap to have such
disregard for your wishes. I don’t know; maybe; I don’t
know. I try in this country — to be in this country — but
now you show this disrespect also.

LOR

There’s a bit of a difference between forgetting a date and
upending a lifetime.

GREV

Is there?

LOR

Yes.

GREV

How far have I come? Do you know how far I have to
come to live in this country —

LOR

I know —

GREV

This new country with my bright new lover —
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LOR

Don’t make me out an angel!

GREV

I have such high hopes. You do not know how far I must
come just to have this hope.

LOR

I think I have a fair idea —

GREV

No, you do not. I must everyday believe in the exchange of
respect between strangers. It is big effort, very big effort.
And when the woman I Iove does not show this respect —
Silence.

LOR

I’m sorry. I said I’d be there, I should’ve been there.
LAUREL checks her watch.

GREV

What?

LOR

[shakes her head]

GREV

You have already gone. What?
She checks her watch and packs the camera bag:

LOR

Shit.

GREV

Work, uh?

LOR

[assents]

GREV

[of the clippings] A story on HIV?

LOR

No, I have to pick someone up.

GREV

[nods; eyebrows and hands work in a small shrug] Is only
a little drink, uh? Go, go.
She can’t yet.

LOR

No bones broken?

GREV

Only bruised — the K.O. to the ego. Go.
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LOR

I am sorry. Truly. I would never disregard you.
She turns to go, picking up her gear; turns back:
You gotta stop thinking respect is what you’ll get from a stranger.
PA speaker: airport announcements:
BLUE stands, unobtrusively, at some distance. AMELA, with
luggage. LOR and AMELA regard each other:
Amela? Amela Izebecivic? Laurel Stone. I’m sorry I’m late.

AMELA

What was the most recent piece of work you sent to me?

LOR

Child labour in Pakistan.

AMELA

Hello, Laurel Stone, I am pleased to meet you.

LOR

And I, you. Wow. That was — very neat.

AMELA

It is good to check that people are who they say they are, uh?

LOR

I s’pose so. Yes.

AMELA

There is a saying: we all live down a coal-mine, so do not expect
fair-dealing from someone living under the arse of a frog.

LOR

Great copy — under the arse of a frog.

AMELA

I have done this for the past six months.
BLUE approaches sufficiently close to listen.

LOR

How was your flight?

AMELA

From the rapes and murders in Brezovo Polje — difficult;
in the plane from London — not bad. You have the
revised schedule? — my case. O.K., we go to the office
of Amnesty tomorrow then the day after I speak at this
Bosnian celebration day in Parra-matta, the following day is
candlelight rally but right now, where is the Taxi Club?
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Pause.
LOR

The Taxi Club.

AMELA

Yes, the famous bar where all kinds of —

LOR

Yes, I know.

AMELA

So?
She’s outta there.

LOR

Um —

AMELA

Shall we go?

LOR

To the Taxi Club.

AMELA

To the Bureau de Change! — you think we swap twigs for
drinks in Bosnia?

LOR

Of cour — I mean no.

AMELA

Then the hotel: for shower and change of clothes.
LAUREL following, with luggage:

LOR

Woo-woo … I don’t mean to be a party-pooper but
maybe not the Taxi Club first up. There’s a place near
me — B-B’s — Bosnian; familiar; nice people. It’s a new
country — find your feet.

AMELA

But one day in Sarajevo was all it took for you journalists
to master Bosnia, uh?
She takes her luggage and leaves as:
LAUREL moves into the street, camera ready, looking for
BLUE and:
BLUE appears, outside B-B’s, phoning in:
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BLUE

Part Three. It’s easy. And potent. Pushing over the line. I
went and checked on happy-snappy — Christ Almighty,
that was potent — going right bloody out t’ the end of the
limb. Coz there’s the chance that it might break but you
know — you know it won’t. You can feel the strength, the
suppleness under yer feet. Yer back in the natural world,
yer back where you belong, in the primitive. And you are
alive and you are king.

LOR

One —

BLUE

Whaddya say to that, Raf?

LOR

Two, three —

BLUE

You took that away from me.

LOR

Four —

BLUE

But I’m not what you made me.

LOR

Five, six —

BLUE

I’m not some dumb weekend barby schmuck —

LOR

Seven —

BLUE

I am king.

LOR

Eight —

BLUE

These girls tell me that.

LOR

Nine —

BLUE

You give me his name, you hear me?

LOR

Nine and a quarter —

BLUE

You’re my queen —

LOR

Nine and a half —
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BLUE

You’re not meant to be protecting him.

LOR

Nine and three quarters —

BLUE

And don’t you die on me.
Lose light on BLUE.

LOR

Coming ready or not.
She looses off a volley of shots at the street —
Shit. I’m in trouble here.
She moves back to her place as:
GREV comes into LAUREL’S living room, a tea towel
tucked into his trousers and a bottle and a couple of
wineglasses in hand. He flutters a scarf over a table lamp
— sets up a romantic mood as:
LAUREL watches. He turns, works the silence — it doesn’t
win her over.

GREV

The key outside that’s hidden. I know, I know, I push
my luck —

LOR

Grev —
GREV, with wine:

GREV

Please. To see into the act is to see into the mind. If you
held me in your heart, then I would live in your mind.
But you do not hold me here so I must plant myself up
here. Please, uh? — to make up for last night’s drink?

LOR

Grev, what’s the satisfaction in killing?

GREV

Excuse me?

LOR

What is the satisfaction in killing?
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GREV

I do not understand.

LOR

What appetite’s been answered? Why do the bastards purr
like a cat coz they’ve killed a perfect stranger?

GREV

I have cooked the beautiful dinner —

LOR

That’s not an answer —

GREV

You think I am like this —

LOR

No —

GREV

You think my coming here and cooking is like the taking
of a life?

LOR

Nooo — no! You wanted to plant yourself in my mind, this
is what you’re planted in! I’m sorry. We’ll forget I spoke.
She takes her wine again. Sips.

GREV

Dushka, you could not understand.

LOR

Yes, I could.

GREV

You must be there.

LOR

I was there.

GREV

In the Holiday Inn.

LOR

The Holiday Inn was shelled.

GREV

Once. By accident.

LOR

I was still scared.

GREV

I know.

LOR

You hear the sound they make and you’ve no idea what’s
targeted and you realize they can take you anytime, take
you in the dark. And it costs them nothing.
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GREV

You could have left Sarajevo.

LOR

No.

GREV

The professional duty, uh?

LOR

You —

GREV

Laurel?

LOR

And I wouldn’t change that for the world. I wouldn’t give
up how I came to know you, not the way I’ve come to
know you, not for anything. But I’m no good to you, not
now. You should go, Grev.
She picks up the phone and dials — he stops her:

GREV

What is it you don’t tell me?

LOR

I can’t tell you ’til I understand and I don’t and I’d haveta
make you understand and I caaan’t until I figure out
about the killing. Never mind. You have cooked “the
beautiful dinner”.
Pause.

GREV

Is hard for me.

LOR

I know.

GREV

It maybe brings alive such things as are better dead.
Pause.
This is not romantic dinner. It will make you love me,
describing the act of murder? I don’t think so. You are not
kinky woman.
Pause.
Is so important, uh?

LOR
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GREV

Tch. It is not purr. For hours a corpse jolts and creaks
and sighs: it is not purr — it is the corpse’s sigh. A man
must join the army or he will be killed. When he is in
the army he must fight or the other side will kill him:
in the morning on the radio they give the names of the
dead. There is such fear in hearing so many dead. They
are the dead from yesterday but they are made to sound
like the dead from 600 years ago as well. The dead, now,
live together in one long war — from centuries ago and
last week and the day after tomorrow. So many names.
No names; you block out the names; you don’t look at the
face of the man in your rifle sights; then you don’t hear
the words — the questions, the requests, you don’t listen
to the parents with the children, the young boys who are
afraid, the women — and then you are already dead. You
have moved so far from the living. And when this walking
corpse kills the enemy in the field his fellow-dead sing his
praise, and maybe there is one less name on the radio and
one less soldier to try to kill him — even though he does
not know why he wants this body to still walk — there is
no life to still be lived.
Pause.

LOR

You are a truly moral man.

GREV

No.

LOR

Only a moral man would describe his own heartlessness so
thoroughly. // Yes.

GREV

What is it you don’t tell me?

LOR

I can’t now. Heartless is a different animal to hungry. You
wouldn’t understand.
AMELA and BLUE, in B-B’s. She is dancing and drinking
Slivovitz and flirting:
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BLUE

I drive an EJ Holden, fast; I like to fish; I used to run.
Solitary pursuits. I got no time for people who workshop
their inner child and anyone who says team-building had
better be a sports coach. I call my mates, mates — not
some bloody peer group. I eat in restaurants, not bistros
and I don’t do brunch. I like to drive through the night on
wet roads with the moon pouring down on top a me. I saw
your picture in the papers. I said to myself “that’s for me.”
What have you got to say to a man who looked at your
picture in the papers and thought that’s for me?

AMELA

What is an EJ Holden?

BLUE

Half a ton of steel that takes a corner like a tongue over
ice-cream.

AMELA

Do you know the Volvo SE 1800?

BLUE

Sweet little mover, but the 2000’s got more grunt. You
like cars?

AMELA

My husband was fanatical.

BLUE

Was?

AMELA

He died in the first year of the war.
Pause.

BLUE

Too bad.

AMELA

Yes.

BLUE

And have you buried yourself with him?

AMELA

No.

BLUE

Good. You shouldn’t die because yer spouse is taken. Just
sometimes it don’t work out that way.
Pause.
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AMELA

You have lost someone.
Pause.

BLUE

My wife. Do you still love him?

AMELA

I will always honour him.

BLUE

That’s right. That’s good. Yer Muslim, aren’t you?

AMELA

Yes.

BLUE

Old-fashioned values. Honour, family, loyalty.

AMELA

Yes.
Pause.

BLUE

I’ll say goodnight now.

AMELA

Tomorrow is Bosnian celebration day. There is a big
festival in Parramatta. You should come.

BLUE

Thanks but —

AMELA

No, come — hear my people sing. Our music is very rich,
very strong, uh? It will ease your heart.

BLUE

I don’t think —

AMELA

Don’t go.

BLUE

You want me to stay?

AMELA

It is some time since I have enjoyed the presence of a man.

BLUE

What about your husband?

AMELA

To the dead — may they rest in a better place.

BLUE

I thought your people didn’t drink.

AMELA

Allah is my god, not my dietician.
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BLUE

Yer quick.

AMELA

Quick?

BLUE

Nimble. Adaptable. Think on yer feet.
LOR and GREV:

GREV

You have contempt for me now.

LOR

What?

GREV

You say to yourself how could I have loved this man? — he
is no more than animal —

LOR

No!

GREV

/ to have such disrespect for life —

LOR

/ Grev, no, it’s not —
I’m interviewing a Bosnian woman.
Pause.
AMELA stands.

AMELA

Come. Dance.

BLUE

[shakes his head]

GREV

You are?

LOR

Yes.

AMELA

Yes, come. Is easy. Come and try.

BLUE

[still demurring]

GREV

And this is why we talk of war?

LOR

[What else?]

AMELA

Ohhyou are a coward baby …
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BLUE starts to dance, hippity-hoppity. He’s picking up on the
fast rhythms of the horns, rather than the slower bass line.
GREV

I will assist. I will translate.

LOR

Her english is good; she’s on a speaking tour.

GREV

Oh?
Pause.

LOR

She’s speaking about the rape camps.

GREV

[shakes his head]

LOR

Because you would never do it doesn’t mean it didn’t happen.

AMELA

No, no, with the men is strong here [slaps her thighs] and
here [her shoulders] and slow — like this.
She dances, he follows; they dance against each other as:

GREV

[shakes his head]

LOR

You cannot wish the ugly world away.

GREV

I don’t speak of this.

LOR

I saw them.

GREV

No — we have the dinner —

LOR

Grev, I saw the buildings, / I met the doctors and I heard
the words —

GREV

/ You saw what you wanted to see.

LOR

The words of the women who’d been held there.

GREV

Is so unfair — yes, there is rape —

LOR

Grev, it was systematic, government-ordered mass / rape
and impregnation —
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GREV

/ What do you think it is like to hear this / day after day?

LOR

/ You cannot deny so many women, so many words.

GREV

I don’t deny — but to read the news here I would think
the Serbs were the only people killing in this war — “Serb
Massacre”; “Hall of Death”; / “At the Helm of Terror” —

LOR

/ Are you saying that’s what I write?

GREV

— because the so-important readership want to read what
makes them feel so safe and so superior —
LAUREL starts to ready the camera bag, swapping film
stock for a faster speed, changing lens:

GREV

Where are you going?

LOR

Out.

GREV

So; fine; O.K.
He readies to leave also, shrugging into his jacket.
AMELA and BLUE:

AMELA

Well, well, you are a natural.

BLUE

And you are remarkable. Beautiful. No wonder you got raped.
AMELA slaps his face and walks.
BLUE follows.
LOR and GREV:

LOR

People aren’t satisfied by reading of atrocity.

GREV

Look! — see the hero — oooo; and there — there’s the
monster — aaahh …

LOR

There are heroes out there — and monsters.
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GREV

And this is truly what you sell — you sell the fear. Like some
damn war profiteer.

LOR

A lot of us died in your damned war.

GREV

You ask me about killing — why? To learn more of my heart?
— no. To grasp more of a story.

LOR

That wasn’t it.

GREV

Then why?
Pause:
You think the lives of other people belong to you for whatever
use you care to make.
GREV slams the key to the flat down and leaves. Lose light on
LOR and GREV.
BLUE has pursued AMELA onto the street:

BLUE

Did a Serb say that? You’re beautiful?

AMELA

Piss off.

BLUE

I bet he did. I bet he thought you’d feel better.

AMELA

Go away — what do you think rape is? — a beauty competition?

BLUE

Territory, plunder, beauty, I don’t know —

AMELA

Stupid man —

BLUE

I’m just a stupid bloke so shoot me, come on, shoot me:
Christ, you do hate ’em, don’t ya?

AMELA

You don’t know of what you speak —

BLUE

Then tell me. ‘S’what yer here for, isn’t it? T’tell the likes of me?
Pause.
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AMELA

I don’t hate the Serbian people, no.

BLUE

They raped you.

AMELA

Some soldiers, yes.

BLUE

They smashed your fucking private heart.

AMELA

I know.

BLUE

How can you not strike back?

AMELA

This is strike back.

BLUE

The speaking tour? — craaap, sweetie — it’s liberal bullshit
sympathy. Rallies? Talks? Interviews? You think they’ll make
a difference? You think anything anyone writes’ll change a
fucking tyre in your country?

AMELA

Yes.

BLUE

Why?

AMELA

International pressure.

BLUE

From who?

AMELA

The world community.

BLUE

To do what?

AMELA

Make them live by the rules — the rules of human life, the
rules we wring from our miserable history.

BLUE

There are no rules — and changing your world is not our job.
You should be back there pissing on their graves, those Serbs —

AMELA

You don’t know —

BLUE

No, listen — or wave your daks at their backs and laugh at
them. Haunt the dreams of their wives and girlfriends —
have them wonder if you were a better fuck — that’s a small
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return for the price you paid and ain’t it just that they
should haveta go on living with it, too? You do — and you
make sure to tell your children — do you have children?
AMELA

No.

BLUE

Well, when you do, you raise ’em proud, proud of you —
and let ’em see the scars — have you scars?

AMELA

Yes.

BLUE

Well, you show your kids those scars; in fact, you ride
through Serbia butt-naked with a shotgun — and anyone
who doesn’t bow their heads to those scars — you take
their knees out, sweet, little darlin’ -Bu-Bu-Bu-Bu!

AMELA

[laughing]

BLUE

— and you show your lovers those scars — those beautiful
scars — you make them kiss the scars and kiss the ground
you walk on —

AMELA

Lovers don’t do this anymore.

BLUE

Well, they should!

AMELA

Fairytale boy!

BLUE

I would.

AMELA

Sure.

BLUE

Those scars say you’re a cut above the rest. I’d kiss your
scars, you bet I would —

AMELA

Yes?

BLUE

You bet.

AMELA

Show me.
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BLUE takes her hand and positions her against a wall: he
lifts AMELA’S foot and puts his mouth to it:
BLUE

Would ya kill a snake in your house?

AMELA

Yes.
He places her foot on his chest:

BLUE

Then fuck the Serbs.
He kisses the inside of her knee:

BLUE

Torch ’em out.

AMELA

This is what you do?

BLUE

Bloody oath — if you’re under attack — from an army or a
group or an ideology — if it’s costing lives —

AMELA

Whose lives?

BLUE

You lash back — you make ‘em stop.

AMELA

You lash at anyone?

BLUE

Anyone’ll do.

AMELA

You sound like a soldier in the camp.

BLUE

You do hate the Serbs.

AMELA

No.

BLUE

Yes, you do. I don’t feel like them. I feel like you. Your
legs’re shaking.

AMELA

You are a lying man.

BLUE

I don’t lie to you.

AMELA

Sure.
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BLUE

Really. Really. You know what? I respect the Serbs, you know
why? They didn’t fart about and they didn’t lie. See — you got
no right to complain. S’a big boy’s game and when you play
ya go in hard, ya play for keeps — you women should turn
into fucking death squads. Fucking death squads, that’s what
you should do.
AMELA thread her fingers through his hair and raises his
head up to her: LAUREL appears at some distance on the
street. She starts to shoot ‘the couple’.
AMELA pulls on BLUE’S hair, extending his neck to it’s
full arch:

AMELA

Who have you killed?
She brings her foot down and puts a lock hold around his neck:

BLUE

[gurgling]
LAUREL checks what she’s seeing. Zooms in for close-up:

AMELA

You have killed — I can tell a killer — my history.
She tightens the lock: BLUE is gurgling and pulling at her arm:
So will you hurt me?
LAUREL recognizes AMELA through the viewfinder.
I don’t think so now.
AMELA releases the lock and walks rapidly away as BLUE
slumps down, gasping:

LOR

Amela!
LAUREl goes after her, passing BLUE on the ground:
AMELA!
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BLUE pulls himself up.
BLUE

Ooooo she’s quick, she’s flaming quick; she’s bloody good,
the history queen. You are the game, the hunt, the spin on
gravel at the edge of the cliff that brings me back to myself.
Puts you back in your skin.
GREV enters the phone booth and dials:

BLUE

Women, eh? Don’t ya love the chase?
He returns to his space as GREV phones:

GREV

Laurel? … [it’s her ansaphone] No. So.
AMELA in the street, LAUREL approaching:

AMELA

[Serbo-Croat] Bastard bastard wanker bastard wanker
fishface prick. I just want to choose; but look who I choose,
this killer — I choose what I know —

LOR

Amela?!

AMELA

[English] I just want to choose, but look who I choose — I
am such stupid chooser — this killer — it is the joke on
me: I choose what I know —

LOR

Woo-woo …

AMELA

I dreamt of choosing — in the camps. I dream of men with
the faces of angels and I could choose whichever one I want
— tall, short, funny, thin, Serb, Muslim, Croat — anyone —

LOR

That’s good —

AMELA

Then I dream to slit the camp soldiers from here to here
[she lifts a leg and gesture gutting with a knife from crutch
to arse] and stuffing hot chillis in side them — they killed
my baby. I heard him crying for milk — there was no milk
and the men were on top of me —
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LOR

You had a baby?

AMELA

He was six weeks old —
LOR pulls her camera out, checks the light and
photographs AMELA.

LOR

He starved to death?

AMELA

My breasts make no milk —

LOR

What was his name?

AMELA

They would give me no milk — [Serbo-Croat] bastards,
eyes of corruption and bodies of hell!
Pause.
You ta-ake photograph of me now?
Pause.

LOR

Picture says a thousand words.
AMELA grabs the camera off her.
LAUREL reacts aggressively to regain what’s hers — and
checks herself:
Pause.
Oh. Oh God. I’m sorry; I don’t usually — it’s been a rough
few weeks. Sorry.
Pause.

AMELA

[nods]
AMELA returns the camera:
You make my country live in your people’s minds. My
country. My baby. My words. Take the photo.
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I do not hate the Serb people. My grandmother had
a Serb friend who was shot. She was shot by her own
nephew for protecting my grandmother. My country
is fucking crazy country but most of us, we try. One
night — listen to this — in the camp, the sargeant
came, the man in charge of us. He had a boy with him
and he told the boy to rape me. The boy said no. Do
you understand what the boy did? Against everything
he heard, was told about my people — the boy said no.
Take the photo. This made the Sargeant very angry. He
kept yelling at the boy, telling him to rape me. And the
boy kept saying no. I should have told that to the killer
man — there has to be a break in the circle — you have
to break the bloody circle —
LOR

You said that to the Sargeant?

AMELA

The Sargeant spat at the boy, and his hand waited near the
knife at his belt; I watched his hand waiting; and I knew
he would kill this boy for disobeying. The boy was scared.
He fumbled at the zipper in his trousers. The Sargeant’s
hand flexed. I chose. It’s alright, boy, I said, come here, it’s
alright, I said. I’m used to this. Take the photo.

LOR

Why did you save the boy?

AMELA

Because I could. I choose to. Then I am not such a victim.
Take the photo.
LAUREL takes a few more shots, reangling AMELA’S
face, wiping it with a tissue. A last shot.
Silence.
They will be good photos, yes? Telling. Speaking. I have
no photo of my baby. There were a lot of photos. Not like
yours but …
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Many friends took the photos as my belly gets bigger and
bigger, then, when he came, Saed was the little rock star
— all the girls go — Aaaaahhhhh!! Click-click! Clickclick! I thought to myself they will grab for a piece of his
nappy soon …
He was a beautiful baby. All the mothers say this, yes? I
could show you but the photos, they burned in the house.
So did the photos of my husband. I had been protecting
them to show to his son. You have the baby?
LOR

[dissents]

AMELA

There is time for you.
Pause.

LOR

No, I don’t think so.

AMELA

You don’t want the baby?

LOR

Yes. I do.
Pause.

AMELA

You should write my story down, uh?

LOR

I have. Word for word. Got a great memory.

AMELA

I wish I have this. As there are no photos now. This is the
great fear, you see, that you will lose the things of beauty.
That they are not strong enough to stand in your mind
against the tide of all that blood. Do you know we make
wreaths from your name in my country?

LOR

Would you kill him if you could?

AMELA

The Sargeant? [pause] I don’t know.

LOR

If it was now, if he was right here, if there was no-one else
around to see —
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AMELA

If is no good. When I have this moment then I know
this moment.

LOR

He’s a — he’s a — fuuuck …

AMELA

I know. What he is, is not the point. What I am is the
point. You want me to take a guess at what I maybe do,
uh? — what I maybe do for what I maybe feel in a time
to maybe come?

LOR

You gotta look forward to something, I mean — hang
onta the prospect of something to come, something that
ends it.

AMELA

I don’t live like this anymore.

LOR

Then you’ll never be at peace.

AMELA

[Serbo-Croat, quickly] At peace, at peace, like peace is
destination — arrive at the town, at the house, at the
peace —

LOR

Too fast —

AMELA

[English] I said you believe your own newsprint : “at
peace”, “path to peace” — you think you arrive at the peace
like you arrive at the house, at the town? Peace is not the
pretty destination at the end of the road. Peace IS the road,
is journey, is the action of journey. It is the patient struggle,
always. And now I am going to pick up the better man —

LOR

Awwh … look —
LOR intercepts:
You can’t just go roaming round, picking up men. It’s
not safe.

AMELA

I survived the war; I think I will survive this.

LOR

No — I mean unsafe sex?
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AMELA

“Un-safe sex” — you are telling me?
She starts to laugh.

LOR

HIV — I mean, you’ve heard of HIV — / it’s spreading —

AMELA

/ We read the news in Bosnia. We have TV.

LOR

No, there is someone / spreading it —

AMELA

/ We have this illness —

LOR

He doesn’t give a shit —

AMELA

but outside my door every day I wash away the blood on
the road.

LOR

I know this.

AMELA

Good. Stop interfering.

LOR

God, you are a walking target.

AMELA

Not anymore.

LOR

24 hours in town and some guy’s eating your crutch in
the street.
Pause.

AMELA

I got carried away.

LOR

Carried away?

AMELA

This is free country —

LOR

/ Carried away?

AMELA

/ I can choose — I just want to choose —
LAUREL hauls her round:
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LOR

You don’t get that. You see the paper, the paper that says
they’re negative, they’re HIV-negative; you don’t talk to me
about some better man — you see the paper, you hear me?

AMELA

Excuse me, we have just met but could you be HIVpositive and even if you are not high-risk, have you tested
anyway and happen just to carry the results on you and
may I see the paper?
Pause.
LAUREL controls herself.

LOR

[nods; hands up — I’ve done. So be it]

AMELA

Laurel — it’s O.K., uh?
AMELA touches her cheek.

LOR

I’m just sc — ss — I’m scared you won’t stay alive.
AMELA leaves for her hotel and LAUREL walks into her flat.
BLUE sits with a fistful of photos.

BLUE

There was this bloke. He met this girl. He used to look at
her; just loved to look at her. They got married. She had an
affair. That made no sense to him. When he found out he
didn’t say anything — just packed a bag, moved out. She got
sicker and sicker then. He knew because he watched her —
still shopping Thursday nights. Finally, one Thursday night,
she wasn’t there. And he knew. He’d go, too; just disappear
someday. And everything that he’d been taught was good or
right — well, they just melted into air. And he saw clearly for
the first time: saw the bones of the world laid bare.
And he looked at his mates in the pub — didn’t speak,
just picked them off, one by one: big fish, little fish. And
he had no sympathy for the little ones which was strange
as he’d been one himself. But now he knew. The smarter
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the quarry — the quicker the chase — the bigger the prize
— the higher you’re placed. So he sold his old car — the
Commodore — and found a new face. Like his wife.
GREV appears at the phone booth as LAUREL presses the
message button on her answerphone:
ANSA

Ms Stone, it’s the McIlray Clinic. Your test results’ve come
back as quickly as we’d hoped so we’re confirming your 4
o’clock appointment tomorrow.
[GREV] Laurel? … No. So. [The call ends]
LAUREL’S phone rings, the ansaphone picks up —
BLUE places his hand on the message button of his ansaphone.

GREV

Laurel, I don’t know if you are there or you are not. So. I will
just speak and, maybe, you will listen. I saw the white-faced
man on the Western freeway again today. He was sitting by the
road this time. He had a small suitcase and ate a sandwich. He
wore a coat, too — he must have been sweating like a pig in the
sun but he stayed. Laurel, you are more than what troubles you,
whatever it is. You are like this man, staying in the sun.
She laughs.
Enduring … You know I see him and every time it reminds
me that I am just passing by. I don’t want to pass by, Laurel, I
want to stop. With you. I just want to say this to you. I wanted
to say it at dinner but dinner was — crazy, uh? … That’s all.
Sweet dreams, my Laurel.
LAUREL goes to pick up the phone as:
GREV hangs up.
Pause.
The ansaphone runs out of tape and winds itself back.
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LOR

Enduring, eh?
BLUE presses the button:

ANSA

Mr Newton, Katherine James from the hospital here —
your wife may need more tests —
BLUE stops the tape.
Pause.

BLUE

Hi, honey, I’m home! How was your day? Get the messages?
AMELA appears in the street, walking backward and
yelling loudly: the sky has that grey, ghostly tone of just
before sun-up.

AMELA

May your cocks grow moss and the pubic hair of your
girlfriends be used for bird’s nests!
She looks up at the windows on the other side of the street:
Laurel, I am sorry.
She realizes how quiet it is:
The crowd is hushed. The famous Bosnian speaker, Amela
Izebecevic, is expected momentrilil — momentil — soon.
The famous Australian interviewer, Mister Ray Martin, takes
his seat on the podium. The lights dim — the TV station
shows film of a single white dove — they always do that, TV
stations. The famous Bosnian Rape Refugee, quote-unquote,
shimmers to the centre of the stage.“ So, Amela,” says Mister
Ray Martin, “ have you seen a kanga-roo?” “Why, is she
sad?” They laugh. The warm laugh for the foreigner who
makes a joke in English. “What are your impressions of
Australia?” “Well, Mister Martin — ” “Please — Ray.” “Well
— Ray — some people have lost their wives which is very
sad but it is sad for you when other people take your photo
when they are not meant to — but then you see that they are
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worried for you, care for you — which is so nice; while also
you have found that the man who lost his wife has killed
— which is real party-pooper — and the Taxi Club is big
disappointment — they look like they got mad cow’s disease
— but Oxford Street is wonderful place except Australian
boys have terrible sense of direction — we go for a ride and I
have to point out that the Regent Hotel is not in Parramatta!
— they would not survive in my country with this sense of
direction — you know who would survive? This man I saw
on the road; a man, dancing in the moonlight, around a
big, blue chair. He looked like all the killers and takers and
knives — he looked like the history of the world would not
break him. Crazy, uh?”
GREV walks up to the phone booth.
AMELA

You know what I see when I look at a building? I see a
rectangle joined to another rectangle. I didn’t used to see this.
She settles to wait till it’s late enough to call on LAUREL as
GREV phones LAUREL:

GREV

Laurel? Laurel — please ... This is serious; this is most
serious now; please pick up the phone — I am not going
away so you might as well pick up the phone — A is for
alarming, which this definitely is. B is for Big, which I
maybe am — moving right along T is for trouble which is
what I am in — Big Trouble —
LAUREL picks up the phone —

GREV

There is a spider in my bedroom! —

LOR

Oh..

GREV

As big as an elephant! — and it looks at me — I am in its
sights!

LOR

Grev —
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GREV

You know when they sway from side to side just before they
jump —

LOR

Spider’s don’t / jump.

GREV

/ Spiders jump! How can they build a web if they do not jump?

LOR

Australian spiders don’t —

GREV

[Serbo-Croat] She scoffs that never felt a wound —

LOR

What?

GREV

Shakespeare in Serbian — it means let me stay with you.

LOR

You shouldn’t.

GREV

I am coming up.

LOR

No.

GREV

I am in trouble; you are in trouble.

LOR

I am trouble itself.

GREV

That is some ego, my Laurel.

LOR

Grev, I’m more fucking trouble than I’m worth.

GREV

Never.

LOR

I can’t think.

GREV

I don’t think. I only know I do not want us apart.

LOR

Neither do I.

BLUE

When I was a nipper my dad took me trout fishing.

GREV

Just to sleep with you.

LOR

I’m so tired.
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GREV

Just sleep — and dream pretty dreams.

BLUE

He said “The trout dream, son, below the water.”

LOR

Come up.
She hangs up.

BLUE

“That is their fundamental and their downfall.”
GREV hangs up.
They’re spawned with a genetic print of their own river.
Then they’re driven to a mad bloody exodus off-shore where
they frolic in the sea. But, come spring, that old river map
floats back into their drowsing days and they are compelled,
again, across the water. 'Til finally they come back to a place
they haven’t seen since birth where they’re rewarded by a
little spurt of fish cum in the green riverbed — when the
water takes a momentary pause from calamity. That’s when
you catch ’em. That’s when you offer ’em the hook.
LAUREL is caught in the soft rosy light of morning, as it
begins to filter into her flat:
They’re born with the dream, act on the dream, are
rewarded by the dream and die because they dream. Work
on the dream; that’s the trick.
GREV enters LAUREL’S flat. She’s looking at the light on
her hand:

LOR

It’s early morning, isn’t it?

GREV

5.45.

LOR

The crack of dawn. You look tired.

GREV

You are beautiful — in this light.

LOR

Hold me.
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He does. After a few beats he puts his mouth to the crown
of her head. Then the top of it. Then the forehead. Then
he’s kissing any part of her he can reach, heading for her
mouth. He arrives.
LOR

[speaking into his mouth] GWEFF … (Grev)

GREV

Mmm...

LOR

WIS-SEN (Listen)

GREV

Unh..

LOR

GWEFF!! For what it’s worth, I love you.

GREV

HAAA!

LOR

Say it.

GREV

I love you.

LOR

Again.

GREV

I love you.

LOR

Again!

GREV

I love you —

LOR

I’m selfish.

GREV

I love you —

LOR

I’m so fucking selfish!

GREV

I love you!

LOR

You have t’ stop.

GREV

What?

LOR

You gotta stop.
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GREV

You think I stop now? You think you put the world within
my reach then make me snatch back my hands?

LOR

It has to stop.

GREV

But I have back my sacred heart again.

LOR

No! You make me out — I’m no holy thing.

GREV

You are my holy thing and anyone says elsewise —
SCHHIID!! — I chop off their heads! —

LOR

Grev —

GREV

No. Don’t say it: I don’t care — whatever. Don’t take this
time away. No humbled gods for Grev today — only
shiny Laurel with all her head — Look — at — that —
sky, my Laurel.
The sun is rising.
What a sky for us. What a peace this day.

LOR

I went to see the freeway man last night. He has an
armchair now. A blue one. He was just sitting, by the road.
I stopped; I don’t know why. I asked him where I was — I
thought he might be perturbed at some strange woman
walking up in the middle of the night. He said I had
stepped into his country. From there to there.

GREV

He is like my people — holding onto their country though
the whole world strides through it.

LOR

It was completely quiet and he, so still, as if he listened to
the air. I asked him what he heard and he told me he once
played piano beautifully.

GREV

So he has lost his music.

LOR

No. He still hears it — “clear as day,” he said. And in that
quiet country of his, I found myself listening for it, too.
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Pause.
LOR

We’ll talk later.

GREV

Later.

LOR

Later, today.

GREV

Whenever.
He piggy-backs LAUREL off.
AMELA, dozing, jerks herself awake, and stretches.
BLUE fetches out the phone book — yellow pages.
AMELA moves into the flat space:
GREV has just opened the door to AMELA. They stand
staring at each other:

AMELA

[screams]

GREV

[instinctively backs and looks from side to side]

AMELA

[covers her mouth with her hands and starts laughing]

GREV

[English] What the —

AMELA

[Serbo-Croat] Oh God — ahhhh — oh god — [screams]
— ah-ah-ah-ah-ah …

GREV

Amela.

AMELA

[screams]

GREV

[moves to her] [Serbo-Croat] Shhhh — stop — stop, stop —

AMELA

[screaming] — [Serbo-Croat] Stay away from me!

GREV

[Serbo-Croat] Shut up — shut up — [he tries to cover her
mouth with his hands]
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AMELA

[slapping his hands away] [Serbo-Croat] Get off — /
get away —

GREV

[becoming more forceful] [Serbo-Croat] / Enough —
that’s enou — / shut up!

AMELA

[Serbo-Croat] / Let me go! Let me go! [responds even more
forcefully] Filthy animal! Betrayer! Butcher of my baby! —

GREV

[English] No!

AMELA

[Serbo-Croat] — this is where you hide? This Australian’s
apartment? Where is Laurel? Does she know? Laurel! …
I bet she doesn’t know! You run twelve thousand miles
away but you can’t hide! You can’t hide! Not from me! I
see you! Less than animal, I see you!
GREV pushes AMELA out of the door and slams it shut:
cross to BLUE in his flat, mid-phone call:

BLUE

Could I speak to Amela Izebecevic? … I don’t know her
room number, I’m afraid … Sorry, mate, musta got the
hotel wrong.
Cross to AMELA on the street, gulping down air. She
looks about:

AMELA

What do the damned police look like in this country?!
Cross to BLUE, speaking into the phone:

BLUE

Yes, could I speak to Amela Izebecevic?
Cross to AMELA on the public phone:

AMELA

… O.K., there is no international warrant — then you make
the international warrant — so who makes the international
warrant? — O.K. — where is the United Nations? — look in
the phone book? — there is no phone book here! …
Cross to LAUREL’S flat:
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Golden slats of light filter through the venetian blinds of
LAUREL’S living room. It’s sunset. LAUREL is standing
in the middle of the room; GREV walks silently up behind
her. He places his hands over her eyes:
GREV

Remember me?

LOR

Yes.

GREV

Love me?

LOR

Yes.

GREV

Where have you been all day?

LOR

Uh-er — an appointment. I didn’t mean for you to worry.

GREV

Of course I am not worried for independent, globetrotting hack like you.

LOR

Good. / Grev —

GREV

/ But your boss phoned. He makes threats against you for
not sending him the photos. He makes threats against me
for distracting you. He makes threats against my mother
for having me. He “wants the photos now”. I think he has
trouble at home.

LOR

Shit. O.K.
AMELA stands in the phone booth in the pedestrian
zone. She dials. LAUREL picks the phone up and hits
automatic dial:
Boss? Laurel. I’ll print the shots up now and courier them
over. They’re great. You’ll love them. And, by the way, I’m
taking the rest of the week off.
We hear the engaged signal that AMELA hears. She
hangs up.
Remember the ulcer.
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She hangs up.
LOR

Grev.

GREV

Yes?

LOR

There’s something I gotta say. It’s something that’s
happened, something I’ve found out — shit, where to start.

GREV

You have spoken to the Bosnian woman today?

LOR

No.

GREV

Oh.

LOR

We have to talk but I should print these up right away if I
want this time off — and I want the time off because, when
we talk, there’s something I hope you’ll say.

GREV

What?

LOR

You want me to ask now?

GREV

Ask what?

LOR

After I finish in the darkroom, and after we talk —
[laughs] — after — you’ll prob’ly say no —

GREV

No. Ha — got you.

LOR

I’d understand if you said yes, then changed your mind,
said no.

GREV

Just ask.

LOR

Would you like to go away —

GREV

Yes.

LOR

You still don’t know what I have to say.

GREV

I don’t care. I want to go away. With you. Just you. To an
island. A tropical island with the beautiful fish, uh?
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LOR

Tropical islands with fish usually have sharks —

GREV

I make the sharks go away.
AMELA redials.

LOR

[laughs] Maybe. Tell me that after you hear what I haveta say.
She heads to the darkroom. The phone rings:
I’m not here.
She disappears.

GREV

Is the not-here woman hungry?
She re-appears.

LOR

Yes.
She disappears:

GREV

I will cook.
The answerphone kicks in as :

LOR

You could make a banquet / outta breadcrumbs and old bones!

AMELA

/ Laurel, the man in your flat — / he was a soldier in the camp.

GREV

/ The things you learn in war, uh?

AMELA

Laurel, answer the phone. What has he done to you? Are
you alright?
GREV leaps for the phone, his hand out: he fumbles, trying
to turn the volume down, checking the darkroom entrance
and pulling the tape out of the machine as:
Laurel, he was a guard — a guard of the camp. I know him;
I know him very well. His name is Dragoslav Radovic. Get
out of your home. Do not let him in again.
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LOR

[off] / Grev?

AMELA

/ You have a soldier from the camp in your home.

LOR

[off] Who is it?
AMELA hangs up:

GREV

No one. Someone selling something.
He looks at the tape, looks for somewhere to hide it,
eventually puts it in a pocket.
The — ah — the man on the Western freeway has a stove
now — I saw it; I rode out that way today. It is — aaah —
something, as you say — little gas stove, like for camping.
We went camping when I was a child, some of us boys from
my town — but there was no stove; there was no need,
we camped only for one or two nights — we were not —
marooned like him and — making up a whole new life.
Like now.
LOR appears from the darkroom, holding contact sheets.

LOR

He’s not so desperate.

GREV

You don’t think so?

LOR

No.
She hands him one of the sheets:

GREV

You photographed him?

LOR

Those eyes’ve seen the fall — but with what grace. He looks
like Christ, if Christ’d had a longer life. [notices his gaze]
That’s Amela.

GREV

She is the woman you interview.

LOR

She was telling me about a Serb boy who would not rape her.
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GREV

So you see we are not all monsters.

LOR

These I started taking before I knew it was Amela. Lovers, I
thought, late at night —

GREV

This was last night?

LOR

Yes — see the angle on his neck, / the light on his neck.

GREV

/ You met her last night?
She goes for a magnifying glass.
Did you mention me?
LAUREL turns, looks at GREV and heads for the darkroom:
Laurel? Laurel, what did you talk about? Did you mention
me? Did you say your lover is a Serb? A Bosnian Serb? Amela
— the woman — did she ask about me? Laurel, answer me
— please — what did she say? Did she ask about me? Did
she speak of me? There is always an explanation — a reason
— Laurel — please, you are my Laurel — whatever else has
happened, you are my Laurel — please come out and tell me.
LAUREL emerges from the darkroom holding a single print.

LOR

She knows him. She fucking knows him.

GREV

Who?

LOR

Don’t let them’ve fucked. I should’ve — Don’t let them’ve fucked.
She goes for her bag and keys:

GREV

Where are you going?

LOR

To Amela.

GREV

The meal —

LOR

I haveta go.
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GREV

You have not eaten.

LOR

So?— Shit. I gotta go.
LAUREL’S heading to the door:

GREV

No.
GREV has placed himself between LAUREL and the door.
You said we must talk.

LOR

I can’t now.

GREV

Forget this woman — a nothing woman — a whore! — you
don’t believe this whore —
GREV drags LAUREL to the photos as:

LOR

WHAAA …

GREV

Look — look in the eyes — you don’t trust; you don’t believe
her lies.

LOR

He’s the liar, he’s the killing whore —

GREV

/ He?

LOR

/ And I will nail him to the wall —

GREV

Who?

LOR

/ Mister Scot-free Bloody No-Name —

GREV

/ This man? — Who is he who is he?!

LOR

The man! — the man I have to get! — / I don’t know his name!

GREV

/ You have to get? — you want? [him]

LOR

No, don’t do this —

GREV

Noo, my Laurel —
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LOR

That’s him —

GREV

I am the one for you, mad Grev —

LOR

He’s the one —

GREV

Me!

LOR

/ UUNH!!

GREV

/ Look at me!

LOR

He shoots off inside me —

GREV

You fuck him?

LOR

And I pay.

GREV

Pay?

LOR

/ But I can get him —

GREV

/ Pay? —

LOR

/ catch him —

GREV

/ What pay?

LOR

Fuck you in your strong-man boots!

GREV

You don’t go —

LOR

GET A-WAY.
LOR goes into a paroxysm of rage, hitting any part of
GREV she can reach. GREV is kissing her, restraining her,
pulling her dress up or pants down.

GREV

/ You kill me —

LOR

/ Who gave you the right —

GREV

You stay, / we stay —
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LOR

/ Fuck you —

GREV

[Serbo-Croat] Fuck me, stay me, pay me — Give me,
make me —
LOR realizes what’s going on:

LOR

No, no, stop —

GREV

[Serbo-Croat] Make me, make me —

LOR

Grev — stop —

GREV

[Serbo-Croat] Make me —

LOR

Stop!
GREV penetrates LAUREL.
NNNNAAAA …
LOR convulses up underneath GREV, gets her shoulder
into his chest and flattens him back to the floor.
You want it? You got it — you take it — but you take the
lot of it — you take it all!
Cross to AMELA in the pedestrian zone: she is almost
distraught with disappointment with herself:

AMELA

Go up there — go up — he is bully coward dirt that you
should shit on.
Cross to the flat. LOR and GREV have separated.

LOR

After you and I split it all went cold. The nights were cold
and I was cold and so calm my blood slowed right down,
then crystallized, then froze. I didn’t see men — didn’t
see anything, really — but ‘specially didn’t see men, not
steaming men — men with cocks and eyes and might’vebeens and attitude. I worked. Covered a funeral, then a
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madhouse, then an upper house vote. And every place I went
was full of angels. No gender — no sex. Primitive angels.
And I picked my way skilfully through them. Then, the dam
broke. [laughs] Well, it was blown to smithereens, really, by
a schoolgirl making eyes at a boy on the beach. They were
so — soft — with each other. And proud of themselves. And
my still and cavernous heart began to beat again. I felt the
fractureline rip along the glaciers I had for blood. Oh, it hurt.
It hurt to be again so open to the light and heat. The beach.
Such a ripe place. Full of white-bellied secretaries, sun-seeking
and green with holiday expectation — that expectation floods
onto the air like scent. It infects you. He was the first thing I
saw. Standing like the pride of his kind. We fucked.
Pause.
We fucked stupidly. No condom, no rubber; just flesh. It
was hot sex. Tough. Tougher than I’d expected but that was
alright. Scorched back alive. The next morning there was a
message for me. The message said “Welcome to the Club.
You’ve now been infected with HIV.
P.S. Dead girls don’t need plastic.”
Pause.
Um — I — ah — [in-breath] — I didn’t think much after
that. Well, you wouldn’t. Who could really consider their
own world housed such contempt for them? The one thing
I remember thinking was that I’d have to wait three months
before I found out if it was true.
It didn’t work out that way though; that three month wait is
not the go. Your blood can convert on you at any time; any
time at all your blood’ll turn on you. Won’t it, Grev.
GREV
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LOR

I tested. Positive. I tested again. Got the results this
afternoon but I knew already really — I’m infected. I’m alive.
I’m in love. Though you can’t really tell that from the last
twenty minutes, canya?
GREV starts towards her. She stops him.
I’ve been going looking for him; going out late every night
looking for him. I thought I wanted his version, his overview —
[laughs]; then I thought I could [of camera] catch him in here,
stop him, but when I saw him in shot — I — I always applauded
him, that father in Enniskillen, saying he forgave the IRA for
blowing his little girl into little bits but I don’t understand it
really, I don’t understand it at all. I want his blood, his tainted
fucking blood coz — coz I’m poisoned, too. Like to like — and
it’s not the illness … When I found out for sure, when — when
the doctor told me and I knew for certain — god, the colours in
the room! And Jasmine, I could smell Jasmine from the clinic
garden like a new scent — as if — as if the earth had just that
minute given up this flower as bounty to the race and it was
spilling out — the Jasmine was just spilling out it’s scent as life
and thanks for it. And I was thankful for my life. And you. But
look what I’ve do-ne … look what I’ve d-d-done … I’m fuck-ing
poi — poi — poison, too …
GREV crosses to her. he takes her by the shoulders and holds
her tightly as:

GREV

Bloody love, you don’t die, you don’t die, we don’t die. Now we
are together. We are the same, little love, we don’t die. You think I
fight my way through the war, you think I fight my way through
my country, so I can die? You think I grunt and crawl and fire
and shit myself and hide and kill my own kind so I can die?
— you think I see you and I meet you and I fuck with you and
follow you and leave my country to come here to yours and live
and love with you and fight, too, with you — you think I do all
this so I can die? Or let you die? Bloody love, we do not die.
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BLUE is still on the phone:
BLUE

Yeah, could I speak to Amela Izebecevic? Sorry, I don’t
know the room number, miss. … No, no, I won’t leave a
message. I’ll call again.
He hangs up.
She is good but I am better. I am a hunter in the natural
world, I am the king of hunters, I am the bloody king.
He draws a ring around the number in the phone book: his
phone rings. The ansaphone picks up the call:

ANSA

Mr Newton, it’s Katherine James, please, pick up the phone
if you’re there. Rafaela asked me to tell you she’d really
like to see you — she’s rallied on the new drug regime and
would like to know how you’re doing —
BLUE stops the message.

BLUE

That’s sharp, that’s quick; you’re bloody quick, you women;
that’s a cunning stroke, Raf. I want to see you, too; and you
know I do. Instead I have to sneak into your hospital room
only when I know you’re asleep. I can’t even take your hand
in case it wakes you. And you cry — and say you’re sorry —
and I believe you. It’d be true. But it’d mean nothin’.
AMELA on the street:

AMELA

Again, again, it is happening again; it has come again,
Allah have mercy.
LAUREL’S flat.

LOR

You might not have it — in fact, you prob’ly don’t :

GREV

No matter.

LOR

Men from women’s far less / likely —

GREV

/ It makes no (difference) —
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LOR

And once is usually not enough.

GREV

Laurel, you are my life.

LOR

[is stunned at the size of this and, therefore, the implied
size of what she’s done to him]

GREV

You are my life.

LOR

Such shit — that is such — you dare — don’t you dare stake
that claim to — I’m your life so you don’t haveta stop? Own it?
Take it? Bloody rape it?: You’ve earned what you’ve got! What
fucker heaven that must be where you don’t haveta stop — did
you learn that in war? What did you do in the war? Rape all
the women and kill all the men ya came across?

GREV

I don’t rape!

LOR

Who did you kill? “You think I kill my own kind so I can
die?” Who did you kill?

GREV

My brother.

LOR

You killed your own brother?

GREV

I killed my elder brother.

LOR

Why?

GREV

He took the war too far — him and the dead from all that
time ago.

LOR

Your brother was a soldier?

GREV

A Sargeant.

LOR

On the same side?

GREV

Yes.

LOR

Were you hiding in Sarajevo?

GREV

Yes.
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Pause.
LOR

Is that why you came with me to Australia?

GREV

Is that why you said you loved me — because you thought
you would die?
AMELA in the street:

AMELA

Amela Izebecevic, stop this, stop this now, you will stop this
now, do you understand me? What would your grandmother
say if she saw you cowering like the foolish hamster?
LAUREL’S flat:

LOR

Amela.

GREV

Yes?

AMELA

He is just one man —

LOR

Her schedule —
She starts hunting for AMELA’S schedule, GREV
watching her.

AMELA

Why do you fear so much one man?

BLUE

Regent Hotel?

LOR

I’ve got her bloody schedule —

BLUE

I’ve got a delivery for Ms Amela Izebecevic.

AMELA

Because he is the soldier.

GREV

You must find her, uh?

BLUE

No, mate, it’sa big buncha flowers — isn’t she speaking
somewhere?

AMELA

He is the symbol of some bloody cause.

BLUE

Be such a shame if they couldn’t give her flowers …
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LOR

That’s it.

BLUE

What’s the address?

AMELA

So where is your cause, Amela? Your courage?

LOR

The festival — the celebration day.
GREV leaves the flat.

AMELA

Your people.
She walks rapidly off.

BLUE

Thanks, mate. You’ve made my day.
Loose light on BLUE.

LOR

Falcon Street, Parramatta — she’s due to speak at the
celebration d —
She looks up to find GREV gone.
Lose light.
FX: A couple of cars speeding, in the wet, along an empty road.
The moon is full but there’s heavy cloud cover:
FX: Screech of car tyres, a thud, another, the long shriek of
metal against metal, the sound of glass shattering. The moon
comes out from behind the clouds and we see:
The western freeway, taking up the whole stage. The front of
a wrecked car sits, smouldering and creaking. Cutting right
across the stage are the beams of the car’s headlights. Caught
in the light, on the freeway, is the chair of the western freeway
man. BLUE has been flung through the windscreen onto the
bonnet of the smoking wreck. He’s bleeding from cuts to his
head and to his hands and upper torso.
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BLUE

Shit. Blood calls to blood; cause and effect; know your
quarry; predator takes prey.
Who put that old man in the road; who did that? There are
natural laws in play: a hunter strikes or misses — he does not
have a fucking camp cooker smash through his windscreen.
He tries to pull himself up — sharp chest pain: he’s
probably broken a couple of ribs.
Shit. The history queen is stepping up to make her speech,
kids hang around their parents’ necks, the crowd cheers,
applause falls away — shit and I’m gonna cark it here on a
little league freeway. For nothing.
For a pile of sanctimonious shit in the papers. For the
chance to have your family duck their heads at yer name
and turn away. For the girl of your dreams to piss all over
you. For some clever prick to thieve your life away. For the
indifferent world to show up every hope you ever had. For
you to know it’s all just pissing in the wind.
HE tries to get off the car — falls off the bonnet onto the
ground. GREV enters and crosses to him:
No —

GREV

It is alri —

BLUE

Stay away / from me —

GREV

/ I will not hurt you —

BLUE

Get the fuck away from me — I got HIV.
GREV pauses.
Yeah. That’s always a conversation-stopper at parties.
GREV pads a handkerchief or bike bandana:
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GREV

Always, before my eyes, I see the faces of those I abandoned.
He holds it to the head wound, takes BLUE’S hand to hold
it there:
Shame is more painful than illness, I think.
He starts to feel for the broken ribs: pause. A beat or
two before BLUE takes in what’s happening. Then BLUE
cannot accept what’s being offered him.

BLUE

Unhh … Unh … Unh — this is not the way it’s meant t’
be — get the fuck awa — it’s all a shame, mate, it’s all a
fucken shame.

GREV

Maybe broken —
BLUE tries to rise again:

BLUE

/ I fucking —

GREV

/ You go nowhere.

BLUE

run the show —

GREV

Broken ribs, bleeding inside, here —

BLUE

The world should be ashamed.

GREV

Yes, yes — listen —

BLUE

So ya figure out the laws —
AMELA appears on the edge of the light, inspecting the car,
looking for passengers:

GREV

Don’t move — / this is only field dressing —

BLUE

/ and ya go — ya just go.

GREV

Stay down —
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BLUE

Coz if you’re not the hunter you’re the hunted and they’ll rip
the heart out of you.

GREV

Listen — I go for ambulance.
He takes a few paces away — the cloud cover, night mist and
smoke from the wreck make him indistinguishable to AMELA
as she approaches BLUE.

BLUE

[laughs] Oh.
GREV looks over his shoulder to see AMELA: she spits at BLUE.
GREV takes a small, quick step toward her.
She backs away.
Pause.

GREV

Remember this night in the old country? Us kids — how we
would gather frogs and throw them at the lovers then run,
laughing — I will not harm you.

AMELA

[doesn’t reply]

GREV

I did not rape you.

AMELA

You stood guard. You stood by and did nothing.

GREV

What could I do? — I could do nothing.

AMELA

Your brother was the Sargeant.

GREV

There were orders.

AMELA

You should have disobeyed.

GREV

That is like saying you should stay dry when the whole world
is rain.

AMELA

So it was orders. Orders for fists and beatings and iron bars?
Orders for fourteen-year-old girls in the presence of their fathers?
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She begins to move toward him:
Orders for gang-rapes — / and ropes —
GREV

/ Stop —

AMELA

/ and knives —

GREV

/ Don’t come any closer.
He’s backing away:
BLUE tries to touch her but she’s too far away:

AMELA

It was orders that killed my baby?

GREV

He was already sick —

AMELA

There was no order for that.

GREV

No-one told us where to stop —

AMELA

[a rising wail] I want my baby back —

GREV

Stay back —
She keeps coming:

AMELA

I want my baby back — give me my baby back —

GREV

I can’t —

AMELA

Give him to me —
He holds his hands away:
What have you done with him? — give him back —

GREV

I ca —

AMELA

Give him back — give him back — give me my baby back —

GREV

I can’t.
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AMELA is literally paralyzed by the strength of her feelings
— it is almost physically too hard to breathe.
I looked for the doctor — then a medic — [shakes his
head] — but your child died. I cannot give you back your
child. This I cannot do.
BLUE

I can. And your husband. That’s the dream, isn’t it?

AMELA

You …

BLUE

I’ll help you. I’ll give them both to you. They’ve found a
peaceful place. I can send you there, too.
AMELA lurches toward him; GREV grabs her back:

GREV

What are you doing?

BLUE

I’ll come, too.

GREV

He has a dreadful illness —

BLUE

That’s right —

GREV

This is crazy talk —

BLUE

Yer husband, yer baby — they’re long-gone: come here,
come on. Just nick your hand and I can send you on.

GREV

You have another life now.

AMELA

Widow instead of wife, whore instead of woman, mourner
instead of mother.

BLUE

A tiny cut.

GREV

I am truly sorry.

AMELA

Words.

GREV

What more do I have?
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AMELA

You have a whole new life.

BLUE

Come on.

GREV

You will, too. You will breathe easily again, sleep quietly again.

BLUE

Pretty words, little girl.

GREV

You will wake in the morning with your beloved and you
will smile, again.

BLUE

That’s just shit.

AMELA

This is what you do?

GREV

[nods]

BLUE

Such shit.

AMELA

Laurel?

GREV

A new life.

BLUE

Your baby’s face’ll haunt you. And your husband’s. The early
dead don’t lie quiet: they clamour like sirens in the night —
and we won’t let you forget — we will never let you forget.
BLUE goes for AMELA as GREV goes for him — they meet
in the air, and fall, GREV over BLUE.

GREV

No!

BLUE

What did your husband’s death mean if it was just so you
could screw some other man?

AMELA

A death before time must have — some — good meaning.

GREV

Yes; in you living your life —

BLUE

He waits for you; him and the baby —

GREV

Dear God, what can I do? …
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AMELA

And the guilty just forget, they just forget — so we must
speak out; oh God, do I have to warn the rest of the world
for the rest of my life? …

GREV

What do you want me to do?

AMELA

Will you tell the world about my baby’s death?
Pause.
Arrgg … all puff and paper. You are — paper man.
LAUREL walks out of the night: BLUE turns away from her.

LOR

Amela —

AMELA

So you come to beg for your lover. And to think I was
concerned at what he might have done to you.

LOR

/ What?

GREV

/ Amela —

AMELA

Why should they not know? —

GREV

Please.

AMELA

/ our people know the crimes —

LOR

/ The man last night —

AMELA

Why should they not see the face that fits them?

LOR

Grev?
Pause.

AMELA

You don’t know. She doesn’t know.

GREV

Please, leave us to our little peace?

AMELA

Your lover was a guard in the camp. His brother was the
Sargeant. They herded up the men and boys. They might
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fight, they said; they might have guns. They put the women
in a hall. They said we might breed the babies to threaten
the Serbs and their freedom. So guess what happens next?:
you know what happens next.
LOR

You were there?

AMELA

His name is / Dragoslav Radovic and he just stood by —

GREV

/ Dragoslav Radovic — I —

AMELA

/ and watched my baby —

GREV

/ did — not —

AMELA

/ heard my baby —

GREV

/ rape.

AMELA

let my baby die.

GREV

He — [a kind of shrug with his hands]. So many died.

AMELA

[soft] I don’t even know where he is.

LOR

He lit a fire in sniper alley. I saw him pull a dog from a
burning building; I thought, that’s rare …

GREV

Quick ways to die.

AMELA

Now you have a new life; now you will not sleep so easily;
you will remember me.

LOR

Oh yes.

GREV

Laurel?

LOR

Good-bye, Sarajevo, eh?

GREV

Did I love you in Sarajevo? I don’t know. Maybe. Here —
and now — you are my sacred heart —
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BLUE launches himself at AMELA — she scrabbles
away as GREV pulls him down and LOR puts herself in
front of AMELA.
BLUE has hurt himself.
BLUE

… ahh … unh …

LOR

Did he touch you? Amela? Did he touch you?

AMELA

No..

GREV

Laurel, / call the medic with your phone —

LOR

/ Did you screw him?

AMELA

Wha —

LOR

Did you fuck that man last night?

AMELA

No.

GREV

This man infected you?

AMELA

Laurel? …
LAUREL sinks down to BLUE’s level:

LOR

Mr Scot-Free Bloody No-Name — howya doin’, Scot?
Scotto? Scotty, ya seem to be in pain.

BLUE

Happy-Snappy. How’s it going?

GREV

I must do something.

LOR

[to GREV] I don’t want you to have this.

GREV

It is done already.

LOR

You might not have it.

BLUE

Holy Shit, the double.

GREV

If you have this, then I will have, too.
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AMELA

You. Your lover. Me, almost.

GREV

Laurel, you must phone for the ambulance.

AMELA

And he has done more. He said as much last night. Let him
die. He will not stop.

GREV

I told myself I killed my brother because he would not stop
but that was not it.

AMELA

He’s dead?

LOR

More?

AMELA

Good.
GREV forces LAUREL’s attention to himself :

GREV

Laurel, it was night. Her baby had just died. My brother used
the mayor’s office as “the Sargeant’s room” — he was alone.

AMELA

Good.

GREV

I heard her child’s last breath inside my head.

AMELA

Good.

GREV

He looked up as I came in. I pull out my knife — his face is
surprised, then his eyes go dead — the black eyes from hell.

AMELA

Yes.

GREV

He draws his knife; he will not stop, I think. We are
wrestling with the knives between us. He twists; I twist
back and stick my knife into my brother / and,

AMELA

/ Yes, good.

GREV

under this hand, I felt his spirit die — empty — nothing.

AMELA

His spirit was corrupting. How many others did he
persuade to maim and kill?
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GREV

This bloody man’s life left him so softly. I can feel it, still,
under my hand. Is this what you wish for yourself?

AMELA

And those he could not convince, like the boy — the boy
would have died softly, too. Kill him.

GREV

You may say to yourself it is because he is the bad man
and he will not stop. But it is not, Dushka Laurel, it is not.
I killed my brother because I did not have the courage to
admit what I had allowed.

AMELA

They allow no other way so you must use their way -

GREV

You face your actions always — somewhere, some way, they
find you out.
LOR manhandles BLUE violently away from the group:

LOR

Crawl away. Move away. Now. Don’t speak or I’ll kill you.
BLUE scrabbles for AMELA, who screams: LAUREL goes
after him.
NNAGG …
And hauls him round, pulling his head up by the hair, ready
to smash it into the road:

BLUE

Tell my wife I got three. You tell her. I did you and you haven’t
thought of anything but me; Christawmighty, you passed it
on, you did him good and proper. Ya gotta tell her; ya see that
don’tya? Look at yer — yer mine now: a thing like me.
Silence.
LAUREL releases him.

AMELA

But I don’t even know where my baby is; I don’t even know
where he is.
Slow fade on the freeway as we hear:
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EPILOGUE
Answerphone messages:
Darling, it’s Mum. The casserole was splendid! Juniper
berries — these Slavs, eh? Your father says come and see
us on Saturday. He’ll be grumpy though, he’s got an eye
infection. He tried to whipper-snip the mango tree —
Sweetheart, it’s Dad I’m not grumpy at all and I didn’t try
to whipper-snip the whole tree.
Lor, Becky in the office. The old man’s ropeable — but he
wants the story NOW —
Ms Stone, it’s the McIlray Clinic here, confirming your
next appointment.
[AMELA] Laurel, it’s me; I am at the airport. I just spoke
to my grandmother; I told her what that Serb said — that
my son is buried beside the river. She said now you will
come home, uh? And we will mark his little grave with a
handsome tree. Laurel, I will plant your name over my son.
In ancient Rome they made laurel wreaths for heroes. We
make wreaths for the dead. They made them for the living.
End Play.
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Over the last 27 years, Elaine Acworth
has practiced as a playwright, researcher,
theatre producer, teacher and mentor.
She has written award-winning, critically
and popularly acclaimed plays, produced
these, taught in both specialist workshops
and class environments, mentored
emerging playwrights, and adjudicated
eisteddfods. She thinks that the ecology
of theatre practice means we support
everyone, at every level, who want to
create work. Extraordinary, generationdefining work begins with that
thoughtful, observant child in a drama
class or a youth theatre group.
Acworth was most recently the Q Anzac 100: Memories for a New Generation
Digital Fellow at State Library of Queensland (2018/19), writing the audio spy
thriller, Put Out into the Deep which she expects to publish digitally by the end
of 2020. Her first audio work, the podcast series, My Father’s Wars, is being
developed for live performance by her company, Assembly of Elephants, with
support from the Queensland Government through Arts Queensland, and the
Queensland Performing Arts Centre.
She is pursuing her commitment to the next generation of practitioners and to
the changing nature of her craft with Dogs in the Schoolyard, a physical theatre/
circus work created with Flipside Circus, scheduled for production with Flipside
in 2021.
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